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Wiha Torque VDE screwdrivers.
Precise with repeat accuracy.

slimTECHNOLOGY:
Up to 33% narrower bits ensures unimpe-
ded access to low-lying fastenings/ spring 
elements in the critical working area.

Wiha Torque VDE screwdri-
vers.

-
le click on attaining the pre-set 
torque

pre-set scale value

-
tion certificate

-

Wiha slimTorque VDE  
 bit holder.

-

connection between the bit 
holder and blade tang

TorqueVario®-S VDE. Completely 
certified VDE torque system.

The TorqueVario®-S VDE with 
integrated scale in combination 
with the slimTorque VDE bit holder 
and slimBits offer controlled 
tightening of screws with 
simultaneous user safety fo

In type-tested switchgear systems,  
the torque to be observed is specified by 
all manufacturers.
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slimTorque starter set.

2872 T9 slimTorque starter set, 9-pcs.
Torque value can be set via window scale.
With slimTorque VDE bit holder for 6 mm slimBits.

Handle:  VDE torque handle 1.0 - 5.0 Nm, steplessly adjustable with Torque 

Setter adjusting tool (included in delivery).

Bit holder:  Insulated metal ClicFix bit holder locks all slimBits reliability. 

Only for 6 mm slimBits.

Bits:  Protective insulation moulded directly onto the bit and completely integ-

rated into the bit in the lower area.  

Individually tested protective insulation 1,000 V AC, VDE and GS tested.

Application:  For controlled fastening on live parts up to 1 000 V AC.

Extra:  100% safety from fastening with torque according to specification of 

manufacturer type-tested switching devices according to EN 60439-1. 

Effortless access to low-lying fastening elements. Arranged clearly in a 

high quality, rugged and durable bag.

Order-No. Series

36080 2872 T9 1

2872  1xTorqueVario®-S VDE, model 1.0-5.0 Nm

2879  1xslimTorque VDE bit holder for 6 mm slimBits

285-900  1xTorque-Setter

2831-10  1x4.0 1x5.5

2831-11  1xPH1 1xPH2

2831-12  1xPZ1 1xPZ2
 

slimTorque starter set.

2872 T18 slimTorque starter set, 18-pcs.
Torque value can be set via window scale.
With slimTorque VDE bit holder for 6 mm slimBits.

Handle:  VDE torque handle 1.0 - 5.0 Nm, steplessly adjustable with Torque 

Setter adjusting tool (included in delivery).

Bit holder:  Insulated metal ClicFix bit holder locks all slimBits reliability. 

Only for 6 mm slimBits.

Bits:  Protective insulation moulded directly onto the bit and completely integ-

rated into the bit in the lower area.  

Individually tested protective insulation 1,000 V AC, VDE and GS tested.

Application:  For controlled fastening on live parts up to 1 000 V AC.

Extra:  100% safety from fastening with torque according to specification of 

manufacturer type-tested switching devices according to EN 60439-1. 

Effortless access to low-lying fastening elements. Arranged clearly in a 

high quality, rugged and durable bag.

Order-No. Series

36791 2872 T18 1

2872  1xTorqueVario®-S VDE, model 1.0-5.0 Nm

2879  1xslimTorque VDE bit holder for 6 mm slimBits

285-900  1xTorque-Setter

2831-10  1x3.0 2x4.0 2x5.5 1x6.5

2831-12  1xPZ1 2xPZ2

2831-14  1xSL/PZ1 1xSL/PZ2

2831-15  1xT10 1xT15 1xT20 1xT25
 

Wiha Torque VDE screwdrivers.




